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ABSTRACT
A Distributed Pool Architecture for Genetic Algorithms. (December 2009)
Gautam Samarendra N Roy, B. Tech., Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati
Co–Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jennifer Welch
Dr. Nancy Amato
The genetic algorithm paradigm is a well-known heuristic for solving many problems
in science and engineering in which candidate solutions, or “individuals”, are manipulated
in ways analogous to biological evolution, to produce new solutions until one with the
desired quality is found. As problem sizes increase, a natural question is how to exploit
advances in distributed and parallel computing to speed up the execution of genetic algo-
rithms. This thesis proposes a new distributed architecture for genetic algorithms, based
on distributed storage of the individuals in a persistent pool. Processors extract individuals
from the pool in order to perform the computations and then insert the resulting individuals
back into the pool. Unlike previously proposed approaches, the new approach is tailored
for distributed systems in which processors are loosely coupled, failure-prone and can run
at different speeds. Proof-of-concept simulation results are presented for four benchmark
functions and for a real-world Product Lifecycle Design problem. We have experimented
with both the crash failure model and the Byzantine failure model. The results indicate that
the approach can deliver improved performance due to the distribution and tolerates a large
fraction of processor failures subject to both models.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION*
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are powerful search techniques for solving optimization
problems [1, 2]. They are inspired by the theory of biological evolution and belong to the
class of algorithms known as evolutionary algorithms. These algorithms provide approx-
imate solutions, and are typically applied when classical optimization methods cannot be
used or are too computationally expensive.
In genetic algorithms a population of abstract representations of candidate solutions
(“individuals” or “chromosomes”) evolves towards better solutions over multiple “genera-
tions”. The algorithm begins with a population of (typically random) individuals. At each
iteration, the individuals are evaluated using a fitness function to select a subset. The cho-
sen individuals are given the opportunity to “reproduce” (create new individuals) through
two stochastic operators, mutation and crossover, in such a way that the better solutions
have greater chance to reproduce than the inferior solutions. Crossover cuts individuals
into pieces and reassembles them, while mutation makes random changes to an individual.
A genetic algorithm normally terminates when a certain number of iterations has been per-
formed, or a target level of the fitness function is reached by at least one individual. The
candidate solution encoding and fitness function are dependent on the specific problem to
be solved.
This thesis follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation.
* c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation, CEC ’09, “A Distributed Pool Architecture for Genetic Algorithms”, Roy,
G.; Hyunyoung Lee; Welch, J.L.; Yuan Zhao; Pandey, V.; Thurston, D
For more information go to http://thesis.tamu.edu/forms/IEEE%20permission%20note.pdf/view.
2As problem sizes increase, a natural question is how to exploit advances in distributed
and parallel computing to speed up the execution of genetic algorithms. This thesis pro-
poses a new distributed architecture for genetic algorithms, based on distributed storage
of candidate solutions (“individuals”) in a persistent pool, called Pool GA. After initializ-
ing the pool with randomly generated individuals, processors extract individuals from the
pool in order to perform the genetic algorithm computations and then insert the resulting
individuals into the pool.
Unlike previously proposed approaches, the new approach is tailored for loosely cou-
pled, heterogeneous, distributed systems and works well even in the presence of failures
of components. Since individuals can be stored separately from GA processors, the failure
of a processor does not cause good individuals to be lost. Also, the individuals can be
replicated for additional fault tolerance.
We have simulated the Pool GA approach on a variety of applications using simple
selection, crossover and mutation operators, in order to obtain some proof-of-concept re-
sults. Four of the application problems are continuous functions drawn from the literature
[3] and are considered good benchmark problems for testing GAs. The results show that
there is a clear advantage using concurrent processing in that the same level of fitness is
achieved faster with more processors.
We also apply our approach to a real-world Product Lifecycle Design problem. Prod-
uct Lifecycle Design involves planning ahead to reuse or remanufacture certain compo-
nents to recover some of their economic value. A recently developed decision model [4]
indicates that component reuse and remanufacture can simultaneously decrease cost and in-
crease customer satisfaction; however, computational issues have prevented the scaling of
the analysis to larger, more realistically sized problems. New computational methods, such
as distributed approaches, therefore need to be considered that can quickly and reliably
determine the optimal solution, thus allowing exploration of more of the design space.
3Having the capability to quickly and efficiently solve the optimization problems allows
re-running the code under varying input conditions. It allows for evaluating scenarios be-
fore they occur and formulating strategies for different design conditions. As new insights
are gained, products can be redesigned and enhanced quickly with minimal deviations from
optimality under changing conditions. We have applied our Pool GA to a simple version of
this problem. The results look promising and we expect that more realistic versions of the
problem will benefit even more from our distributed approach.
We have simulated two types of processor failures in testing our Pool GA. In the crash
failure model, the failing processors simply stop at an arbitrary instant. In the Byzantine
failure model, introduced by Lamport et al. [5], the faulty processors can exhibit arbitrary
deviation from their expected behavior. This failure model is thus more malignant than
the crash failure model. The Byzantine processors can, for instance, independently write
back poor fitness individuals into the pool, or several Byzantine processors could try to
cooperate and try to delay the progress of the GA. In general the Byzantine failure model
captures the faulty behavior that is the worst for the algorithm.
There are thus many ways in which Byzantine processors may be simulated. We sim-
ulate Byzantine behavior by what we call Anti-Elitism in which the Byzantine processors
continue to run the GA algorithm as before; however, they write back a new individual to
the pool only if it is worse than the existing individual in the pool. We call it Anti-Elitism,
because this behavior is the exact opposite of the GA concept of elitism, wherein new in-
dividuals are considered for further reproduction only if they are better than the individual
from the previous generation. The simulation results indicate that the algorithm is tolerant
to a high percentage of processor failures of both crash and Byzantine type.
A preliminary version of the results in this thesis appeared in [6].
4CHAPTER II
RELATED WORK*
Whitley [2] provides a good starting resource for the study of genetic algorithms. He
also summarizes some theoretical foundations for genetic algorithms based on the argu-
ments of Hyperplane Sampling and the Schema Theorem and gives some insight as to why
genetic algorithms work. Many theoretical advances have also been made in recent times
to further the understanding of genetic algorithms as enumerated by Rowe in [7].
Advances in computing technology have increased interest in exploring the possibil-
ity of parallelizing genetic algorithms. Prior proposals for distributed or parallel genetic
algorithms can be classified into three broad models, the Master-Slave model, the (coarse
grained) Island model, and the (fine grained) Cellular model [2].
In the Master-Slave model, a master processor stores the population and the slave pro-
cessors evaluate the fitness. The evaluation of fitness is parallelized by assigning a fraction
of the individuals to each of the processors available. The algorithm runs synchronously in
that the master process waits to receive the fitness values of all individuals before proceed-
ing to the next generation. Communication costs are incurred whenever the slaves receive
individuals to evaluate and when they return back the fitness values. Apart from evaluating
the fitness, another part of the GA that can be parallelized is the application of mutation and
crossover operators; however these operators are usually very simple and the communica-
tion cost of sending and receiving individuals will normally offset the performance gain by
* c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation, CEC ’09, “A Distributed Pool Architecture for Genetic Algorithms”, Roy,
G.; Hyunyoung Lee; Welch, J.L.; Yuan Zhao; Pandey, V.; Thurston, D
For more information go to http://thesis.tamu.edu/forms/IEEE%20permission%20note.pdf/view.
5parallelization. In summary, the Master-Slave model has advantages when evaluating the
fitness of the individuals is time-consuming. If a slave fails in the Master-Slave model, then
the master may become blocked. In our Pool GA approach, the algorithm is not stalled due
to the failure of a participating processor.
In the Island model, the overall population is divided into subpopulations of equal
size, the subpopulations are distributed to different processors, and separate copies of a
sequential genetic algorithm are run on each processor using its own subpopulation. Every
few generations the best individuals from each processor “migrate” to some other proces-
sors [8]. The migration process is critical to the performance of the Island model. Of great
interest is to understand the role of migration on the performance of this parallel GA, such
as the effect of frequency of migration, the number of individuals exchanged each time, the
effect of communication topology, etc. Cantu´-Paz [8] discusses some of the past work on
this subject and also states that most of these problems are still under investigation. Another
open question is to find the optimal number of subpopulations to get the best performance
in terms of quality of solutions and speed of convergence. The interaction between proces-
sors is mostly asynchronous; the processors do not wait for other processors to take any
steps. The failure of a processor in the Island model can cause the loss of good individuals.
In our Pool GA approach, all individuals computed are available to the other processors
even after the generating processor fails.
In the Cellular GA model, also known as fine-grained GA or massively parallel GA,
there is one overall population, and the individuals are arranged in a grid, ideally one
per processor. Communication is restricted to adjacent individuals and takes place syn-
chronously.
Recently, there has been interest in developing parallel GAs for multi-objective op-
timization problems. Deb et al. [9] provide a parallel GA algorithm designed to find the
Pareto-Optimal solution set in multi-objective problems. Their algorithm is based on the
6Island model.
The idea of keeping the candidate solutions for the genetic algorithm in a “pool” was
inspired by the Linda programming model [10, 11], and has also been used by others (e.g.,
[12, 13]). Sutcliffe and Pinakis [12] embedded the Linda programming paradigm into the
programming language Prolog and mentioned, as one application of the resulting system,
a genetic algorithm in which candidate solutions are stored as tuples in the Linda pool
and multiple clients access the candidate solutions in parallel. In contrast to our thesis,
no results are given in [12] regarding the behavior of the parallel GA. Davis et al. [13]
describe a parallel implementation of a genetic algorithm for finding analog VLSI circuits.
The algorithm was implemented on 20 SPARC workstations running a commercial Linda
package. Two versions of the algorithm are presented: the first one follows the Master-
Slave model and the second one is a coarse-grained Island model in which each of the
four islands runs the Master-Slave algorithm. In contrast, our algorithm is fine grained,
and we evaluate the behavior of the algorithm through simulation with varying numbers of
processors.
In [14], a distributed GA is proposed that uses the Island model and a peer-to-peer
service to exchange individuals in a message-passing paradigm. In contrast we use a more
fine-grained approach than the Island model and use a shared object paradigm for exchang-
ing individuals between processors, and we provide more extensive simulation results.
The candidate solutions in our approach are examples of distributed shared objects
(e.g., [15]). They can be implemented using replication (e.g., [16]). Previous work has
suggested such approaches for other aspects of the Product Lifecycle Design problem [17].
Hidalgo et al. [18] studied the fault tolerance of the Island model in a specific imple-
mentation with 8 processors subject to crash failures. Their results suggest that, at least for
multi-modal functions, there is enough redundancy among the various processors for there
to be implicit fault tolerance in the Island model. One of their conclusions is that it is better
7to exchange individuals more frequently than to have a large number of islands. Lombrana
et al. [19] came to similar conclusions about the inherent fault-tolerance of parallel GAs
based on simulations of a Master-Slave method. Our results can be considered an extension
to the case of fine-grained parallelism, in which individuals are exchanged all the time and
each processor is an island. Furthermore, in our approach, since individuals are stored sep-
arately from GA processing elements, they can be replicated for additional fault tolerance
so that the failure of a processing element does not cause good individuals to be lost.
Merelo et al. [20] proposed a framework using Ruby on Rails to exploit spare CPU
cycles in an application-level network (e.g., SETI@Home) using a web browser interface.
Experiments were done with a genetic algorithm application in which the server was the
master and volunteer “slave” nodes could request individuals to evaluate.
The work reported in this thesis was originally motivated by attempts to find compu-
tationally efficient solutions to large instances of the Product Lifecycle Design problem.
Modeling of the entire lifecycle of a product is widely advocated for environmentally be-
nign design and manufacturing. Product Lifecycle Design aims to reduce the environmental
impact over the entire lifecycle. For example, Kimura [21] proposed a framework for com-
puter support of total lifecycle design to help designers performing rational and effective
engineering design. Pandey and Thurston [22] applied the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (NSGA-II) to identify non-dominated solutions for component reuse in one life-
cycle. A service selling (leasing) approach can also be envisioned where the manufacturer
retains the ownership of the product and upgrades the product when considered necessary
or if desired by the customer. Mangun and Thurston [4] developed such a decision model
indicating that a leasing program allows manufacturers to control the take-back time, so
components can be used for multiple lifecycles more cost-effectively. Sakai et al. [23]
proposed a method and a simulation system for Product Lifecycle Design based on product
life control.
8CHAPTER III
THE POOL GA ARCHITECTURE*
In the proposed Pool GA Architecture, there are multiple processors, each running a
copy of the GA. Unlike the Island model, each processor is not confined to a set of individ-
uals: there is a common pool of individuals from which each processor picks individuals
for computing the next generation. The pool size is larger than the population of the in-
dividual GA working on each processor. Thus, our Pool GA model can be viewed as an
Island model with migration frequency of one per generation and the number of individuals
allowed to migrate is equal to the population size of the GA.
We now describe the working of the Pool GA Architecture in detail.
There are p ≥ 1 participating processors. Each participating processor runs a sequen-
tial GA with a population of size u. There is a common pool P of individuals of size
n > u. Each individual in the pool is stored in a shared data structure, which can be ac-
cessed concurrently by multiple processors. There is a rich literature on specifying and
implementing shared data structures (e.g., [24]). For the current study, we have chosen to
store each individual as a multi-reader single-writer register. In more detail, P is partitioned
into P1, . . . ,Pp. Each partition Pk(1 ≤ k ≤ p) is a collection of single-writer (written by
processor k), multi-reader (read by any of the p processors) shared variables where each
shared variable holds an individual of the GA. Initially the individuals in P are randomly
generated.
* c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation, CEC ’09, “A Distributed Pool Architecture for Genetic Algorithms”, Roy,
G.; Hyunyoung Lee; Welch, J.L.; Yuan Zhao; Pandey, V.; Thurston, D
For more information go to http://thesis.tamu.edu/forms/IEEE%20permission%20note.pdf/view.
9There are two basic operations performed onP by any participating processor: ReadIn
and WriteOut. The ReadIn operation performed on P by processor k picks u individu-
als uniformly at random from P and copies them into k’s local data structure Pk. The
WriteOut operation performed on P by processor k writes back the individuals in Pk to
the portion of P that is allotted to k. Here, in order to ensure convergence of the GA, an
element of elitism is applied, i.e. the individual i in Pk replaces an individual j in Pk only
if i is fitter than j. (Other schemes are possible; this one was chosen for concreteness.)
Between the ReadIn and WriteOut operations, each processor k performs a local
procedure Generate to generate a new generation of individuals from the individuals in
Pk. The Generate procedure consists of Selection, Crossover and Mutation operations.
The choice of these operators is up to the implementer and based on the problem. The
operators in our simulation are described in the next chapter.
One of the design goals of the Pool GA Architecture was to enable processors with
different speeds to participate together in the GA and improve tolerance to failures of some
of the participating processors. The Pool GA achieves both these goals by decoupling the
operation of processors from each other: i.e., the processors interact with only the pool and
are unaware of each other’s existence. Processors do not explicitly synchronize with each
other and can be working on different generations at the same time.
An important part of any GA is the method of termination. There are various termina-
tion criteria that may be used in conjunction with our Pool GA. For the scenario where the
desired fitness level is known, once any processor discovers an individual with that fitness
it can terminate. It can also inform the other processors before terminating, so that they can
also terminate. The above method takes advantage of differences in processor speeds. In
the case where the desired fitness level is unknown a couple of strategies can be used. One
is to let the GA run for a sufficient predecided number of generations and then terminate.
Another is to let a processor terminate once it sees very small change in the best fitness
10
value generated for few continuous generations.
The Pool GA Architecture could support a dynamically changing set of participating
processors, as it provides persistent storage for individuals independent of the processors
that created them. A possible advantage of such a loosely coupled asynchronous model is
that large problems can be solved in a distributed fashion: users worldwide can volunteer
the free time on their computers for processing the problem. The Berkeley Open Infras-
tructure for Network Computing [25] gives a list of many such projects using distributed
computing over the Internet.
It is important to note that the Pool GA Architecture is termed as an “architecture” and
not an algorithm because it is not tied to specific selection, crossover or mutation operators.
It gives a paradigm for maintaining a large set of potential solutions and defines a procedure
by which multiple processors can cooperatively solve the GA problem by accessing a pool
of individuals.
We believe the Pool GA Architecture can provide more fault tolerance than the exist-
ing models. In the Island model if a processor fails, the individuals it holds are lost with
it. In the unfortunate case where the fittest individual was located at that failed proces-
sor, that individual could be lost and convergence would be delayed. If a slave fails in the
Master-Slave model, then the master may become blocked; moreover, the master is a single
point of failure for the entire algorithm. In the Pool Architecture, failures of the processors
cannot lead to loss of individuals, since individuals are stored separately from processors,
and they do not cause the algorithm to block since the correct processors continue to op-
erate. In contrast in our case as the pool is decoupled, even if a processor which found a
good individual fails, other processors will have access to that individual. The pool is not
a single point of failure (like the master is) because fault-tolerance for the individuals can
be achieved using standard distributed computing techniques with replication and quorum
systems (e.g., [16]).
11
CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION*
We simulated our Pool GA with a C++ program written in the POSIX multi-threaded
environment. In the simulation each POSIX thread represents a processor participating
in the Pool GA. The simulation can be easily modified to use OpenMP or other parallel
programming paradigms for multiprocessors when the hardware is available. The simple
GA code in C provided at the KANGAL website [26] was adapted to a multi-threaded
version. We used the operators available in the KANGAL code. A tournament-based
selection operator is used for selection. For discrete-valued problems (“binary GAs”), a
single point crossover operator was used, and the mutation operator flipped each bit of the
individual with the probability of mutation. For real-valued problems (“real GAs”), the
Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) operator and the polynomial mutation operator were
used. These operators are not tied in any way to the Pool Architecture and can easily be
changed according to the problem.
The common pool of n individuals which are possible solutions to our distributed GA
is represented in the code by a shared global array of length n. Let u be the per-thread
population size. The threads (each representing one processor in the real scenario) run
their own GA algorithm on a subset of the pool. In each generation, a thread uses ReadIn
to pick u random indices from the array, which act as its current population. The thread
performs Selection, Crossover and Mutation on these individuals and generates the next
* c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation, CEC ’09, “A Distributed Pool Architecture for Genetic Algorithms”, Roy,
G.; Hyunyoung Lee; Welch, J.L.; Yuan Zhao; Pandey, V.; Thurston, D
For more information go to http://thesis.tamu.edu/forms/IEEE%20permission%20note.pdf/view.
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generation. This new generation is written back to the pool at specific indices based on
the thread id using the WriteOut operator. For WriteOut, the array representing the pool
is considered to be partitioned into p segments, where p is the number of threads, each of
size u. Each thread can read from any element of the array, but can only write to its own
partition. More specifically, after computing u new individuals, c1, c2, . . . , cu, the WriteOut
operator on the pool is implemented by having the thread write back each new individual
ci into the i-th entry of the thread’s partition if the fitness of ci is better than that of the
current i-th entry. (Alternative ways of implementing ReadIn and WriteOut are of course
possible but we did not yet experiment with them.)
Each thread terminates after a certain number of generations. Each thread maintains
the best solution it has generated thus far. The overall best solution is picked from among
the best solutions of all the threads.
The threads used in the simulation in general behave asynchronously i.e. each pro-
gresses independently of others based on the scheduling by the operating system. However
in section B of chapter V we present results for synchronous operation of threads, in which
each participating thread finishes generation N before any thread begins generation N +1.
This lock step behavior is achieved using barrier synchronization in pthreads.
The Pool GA was tested on the following real-valued benchmark minimization func-
13
f1(~x) =
7∑
i=1
10i−1x2i ,
−10.0 ≤ xi ≤ 10.0
f2(x1, x2) = 100(x2 − x
2
1
)2 + (1− x1)
2,
−15 ≤ xi ≤ 15
f3(~x) = 20 +
20∑
i=1
(x2i − cos(2πxi)),
−5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12
f4(~x) =
10∑
i=1
−xi sin(
√
|xi|),
−500 ≤ xi ≤ 500
Table I. Benchmark functions and optimal values
Function Optimum Value
f1 0
f2 0
f3 0
f4 −4189
We also tested our Pool GA on a Product Lifecycle Design problem, which is a com-
bination of a binary-valued and real-valued problem. This problem is a maximization prob-
lem. Background information on the problem and the general mathematical expression of
the problem are given in the Appendix. Roughly speaking, the goal is to determine the
optimal number of lifecycles for the product (up to a maximum of 8), and within each
lifecycle to decide on the optimal choices (of which there are 4) regarding manufacturing
14
each of the 12 components of the product. Each candidate solution is represented by a
(3 + 8 · 2 · 12) = 195 bit string.
We have studied the performance of the Pool GA under two fault models: crash and
Byzantine. We simulate crash failure of a processor by the exiting of the thread at an
arbitrary instant during the execution of the Pool GA. A failure probability is given as a
parameter to the simulation. At the start of each generation, a thread tosses a coin with the
given probability to decide whether to exit. In case it exits, the thread no longer participates
in the GA in any manner.
We simulate Byzantine failures using the Anti-Elitism characteristic. A failure fraction
is provided as a parameter to the simulation. For failure fraction f in a simulation with n
threads, ⌊100f/n⌋ threads are Byzantine from the outset. Note the difference from our
simulation of the crash failures, where the processors crash at varied points during the
simulation, while for the Byzantine failure simulations we consider the faulty processors
to be Byzantine from the outset. We believe this is more in keeping with the “worst case”
notion of the Byzantine failure model.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS*
In this chapter we presents results studying various aspects of the Pool GA using the
benchmark problems as well as the Product Lifecycle Design problem. The results relate
to
1. The effect of pool size on performance.
2. Speed of convergence as a function of number of threads used.
3. Fault-tolerance to crash and Byzantine failures.
4. Distribution of the fitness values of individuals in the pool at the beginning and end
of the Pool GA.
All plots are the average of 10 runs.
A. Effect of Constant Pool Size
Our first simulation experiment compares the performance of a single threaded GA to
the performance of our Pool GA with multiple threads while keeping the pool size (i.e.,
the number of candidate solutions being manipulated) constant. The purpose is to check
that the overhead of the parallelism does not cause behavior that is worse than the single-
threaded case. Using the lifecycle design problem with the technophile customer group, we
* c©2009 IEEE. Part of the work reported in this chapter is reprinted, with permission,
from IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation, CEC ’09, “A Distributed Pool
Architecture for Genetic Algorithms”, Roy, G.; Hyunyoung Lee; Welch, J.L.; Yuan Zhao;
Pandey, V.; Thurston, D
For more information go to http://thesis.tamu.edu/forms/IEEE%20permission%20note.pdf/view.
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compared the performance of the Pool GA for different numbers of threads with a single
threaded GA (SGA). In all cases, we used the same algorithm parameters and a fixed pool
size of 640. The per-thread population size with t threads was 640/t.
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Fig. 1. Lifecycle Design problem for technophile customer group: Speed of convergence
over 100 generations with constant pool size of 640
The results are in Fig. 1. All versions of the GA converge to a similar fitness value,
indicating that the distribution has not introduced any severe overhead. We also observe
that the GA converges faster as the number of threads increases.
However, keeping the pool size constant does not exploit the increased available pro-
cessing power provided by a distributed GA. Thus in the rest of our simulations, for each
problem we keep the population size per thread constant, resulting in an overall pool size
that increases linearly with the number of threads.
B. Synchronous Operation
We have stated throughout the thesis that the Pool GA architecture is better suited for asyn-
chronous, loosely coupled distributed systems. Before presenting the results corresponding
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to asynchronous executions we take a detour and first present results when the processors
participating in the Pool GA behave synchronously or in lock step. By synchronous opera-
tion we mean that all the processors participating in the GA finish generation N before any
processor starts generation N + 1. The purposes for showing these results are manifold.
Firstly it shows that the Pool GA can work very well even if used in a synchronous man-
ner. Secondly these results clearly show the advantage gained by distributed processing.
With more processors the algorithm converges faster and the final fitness values obtained
are better. Third, as many existing parallel genetic algorithms are synchronous, this could
give us a basis in the future to compare the Pool GA with other existing parallel genetic
algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Benchmark function f1: Synchronous operation, average speed of convergence over
500 generations with population size 16 per thread
We have used the benchmark functions for these simulations. Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 show
the results for function f1, f2, f3 and f4 respectively. The plots show the average of the
best fitness value seen in each generation by each thread under varying number of threads.
In all the remaining sections of this chapter, the results provided are for asynchronous
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Fig. 3. Benchmark function f2: Synchronous operation, average speed of convergence over
500 generations with population size 16 per thread
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Fig. 4. Benchmark function f3: Synchronous operation, average speed of convergence over
900 generations with population size 50 per thread
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Fig. 5. Benchmark function f4: Synchronous operation, average speed of convergence over
900 generations with population size 50 per thread
operation.
C. Performance on Benchmark Functions for Asynchronous Operation
We now provide simulation results for the Pool GA applied to the benchmark functions
studied in [3] when the participating threads behave asynchronously. The plots show the
average of the best fitness value seen in each generation by each thread under varying
number of threads. Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the results.
On all four functions, the common behavior observed is that the more threads, the
faster the convergence to a solution with better fitness. For f1, f2 and f3 which have op-
timum value zero, the Pool GA reaches quite close to the optimum value. The function
f4 has optimal value −4189 and it is considered quite hard to reach [3]. We see in Fig. 9
that with greater number of threads a better value for average of the best fitness seen by
each thread per generation is reached. For a different perspective on the computation of
f4, in Fig. 10 we plot the best value seen among all the threads at a particular generation
instead of the average of the best value seen by all the threads. This gives a different look
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Fig. 6. Benchmark function f1: Average speed of convergence over 500 generations with
population size 16 per thread
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Fig. 7. Benchmark function f2: Average speed of convergence over 500 generations with
population size 16 per thread
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Fig. 8. Benchmark function f3: Average speed of convergence over 900 generations with
population size 50 per thread
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Fig. 9. Benchmark function f4: Average speed of convergence over 900 generations with
population size 50 per thread
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on the progress of the GA. It appears finding a good solution for f4 is easy, but finding an
excellent one is hard.
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Fig. 10. Benchmark function f4: Speed of convergence over 900 generations with popula-
tion size 50 per thread
On close observation of the results of Figs. 6 and 8, we see that for the functions f1
and f3 the 32 thread case is an out-lier to the general trend observed. This is because the
metric we use to show the progress of the GA is the average of the best fitness value seen in
each generation by each thread. Thus each point on the graph corresponding to a particular
generation number, say n, is the average of the best value seen by each of the participating
threads in generation n. Two aspects of such a plot must be made clear. Firstly because the
execution is asynchronous, the time when one thread executes generation x may be much
earlier or later than when another thread executes generation x. For instance for the case
of 8 threads, thread 1 may execute generation 5 at time t, thread 2 may execute generation
5 at time t + 10 while thread 3 may execute generation 5 at time t − 5. Thus when we
average the best values for generation 5 we are not averaging values that were obtained
at the same real-times. Secondly, in spite of the above real-time anomaly, these plots are
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still good indicators of the progress of the GA. To illustrate this, continuing the above
example, say thread 1 executes generation 6 at time t + 3, thread 2 executes generation
6 at time t + 15 while thread 3 executes generation 6 at time t − 1. Thus the data we
use to find the average of generation 6 are generated at later times than the values used
for the average of generation 5. Getting back to our 32 thread out-lier case, we note that
for a large number of threads like 32 in any generation, some threads have access to an
excellent individual while some do not, thus making the average value of fitness seem bad.
If we look at only the best individual found, which would be the actual result of the GA,
the 32 threads simulation actually obtains the optimum value of zero. Moreover due to
the asynchrony some thread in the simulation may see an individual with the best fitness
as early as generation 1. Tables II and III reflects this fact; they provide the best value of
fitness seen for each number of threads and the generation number when any thread in the
simulation first saw an individual with that fitness.
Table II. Benchmark function f1: Best fitness and first generation when the best fitness was
seen
Number of Threads Best Fitness First Generation
2 0.009116 486
4 0.004045 303
8 0.004701 120
16 0.0 1
32 0.0 1
In Figs. 9 and 10 we observe that the simulation never achieves the optimal value
of fitness, i.e., -4189. We believe that part of the difficulty that our Pool GA had with
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Table III. Benchmark function f3: Best fitness and first generation when the best fitness was
seen
Number of Threads Best Fitness First Generation
2 0.000041 868
4 0.000001 798
8 0.0 387
16 0.0 1
32 0.0 1
finding optimal solutions to f4 is due to the simplistic nature of the Selection, Mutation
and Crossover operators used in our simulation. We conjecture with better operators tuned
to the specific function the results will improve.
D. Performance on Product Lifecycle Design Problem for Asynchronous Operation
We now provide results for our Pool GA applied to the Product Lifecycle Design problem.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the results for two different target customer groups. Plots show
the best fitness value seen by the simulation in each generation for varying number of
processors. As can be seen, using fewer threads it takes more generations to converge
to the optimal fitness values of 0.83 and 0.63 respectively, as compared to using 8 or 32
threads. We anticipate this difference will be more and more pronounced as the problem
being solved becomes larger and more complex.
Currently the Lifecycle Design problem does not appear particularly difficult to solve.
Note that simply choosing around 3000 candidate solutions at random and finding the one
with the best fitness appears to work quite well, without the need to do any additional
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Fig. 11. Lifecycle Design problem for neutral customer group: Speed of convergence over
100 generations with population size 50 per thread
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Fig. 12. Lifecycle Design problem for technophile customer group: Speed of convergence
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computation.
However for our simulations we have used a simple version of the problem which
focuses on one customer group and optimizes only a single objective instead of multiple
objectives. The development of this problem is still a work in progress and we anticipate
in the future that the problem will become essentially so large and complex that using a
distributed genetic algorithm will pay dividends.
E. Fault-Tolerance to Crash Failures
We performed simulations to test the fault-tolerance of our Pool GA. We simulated crash
failures of processors by ending each thread at the beginning of each of its generations
with probability 1
2g
, where g is the number of generations in the run. Thus, over the course
of the run, we expect at most half the threads to crash. The simulations of Figs. 7 and 8
were repeated under this fault model and the results are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. We see
that the convergence rate is not greatly affected, even though, on an average, half of the
participating processors crash.
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Fig. 13. Benchmark function f2 with crashes: Average speed of convergence over 500 gen-
erations with population size 16/thread, failure probability 1/1000
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Fig. 14. Benchmark function f3 with crashes: Average speed of convergence over 900 gen-
erations with population size 50/thread, failure probability 1/1800
F. Fault-Tolerance to Byzantine Failures
Recall that we model Byzantine behavior of processors by the Anti-Elitism characteristic
where a Byzantine faulty processor writes back newly generated individuals into the pool
only if the individual it is trying to replace from the pool is better. In our simulations,
when we say f% of processors are Byzantine in a total of N threads, then ⌊f ∗ N/100⌋
processors are Byzantine. For instance when we say, for a simulation with 2 threads, 80%
of the processors are Byzantine, ⌊80 ∗ 2/100⌋ = 1 processor is Byzantine. The results
plotted are from data generated by only the correct processors in the simulation; the output
of the Byzantine faulty processors are ignored.
Our first set of plots show how the Pool GA performs as the percentage of Byzantine
processors in the system increases. We provide the results when 33%, 60% and 80% of
the processors are Byzantine. Figs. 15, 16 and 17 show the results for function f1, while
Figs. 18, 19 and 20 show the results for function f3. We observe the fault-tolerance of
the Pool GA even when faced with this malignant kind of failure. The final fitness values
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Fig. 15. Benchmark function f1 with 33% Byzantine faults: Average speed of convergence
over 500 generations with population size 16/thread
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Fig. 16. Benchmark function f1 with 60% Byzantine faults: Average speed of convergence
over 500 generations with population size 16/thread
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Fig. 17. Benchmark function f1 with 80% Byzantine faults: Average speed of convergence
over 500 generations with population size 16/thread
achieved in the 33% and 60% cases are not very different from those achieved in the non-
faulty cases. The performance is worse for the 80% case, yet the GA still makes significant
progress in the right direction. We observe a similar trend for both f1 and f3: the larger the
number of correct threads, the better the convergence. This makes a strong case for using
increased levels of distribution in solving GA problems.
The percentage of faulty processors has a pronounced effect on the convergence of the
fitness values. This can be seen in Figs. 21 and 22 which compare the performance for 8
threads with varying Byzantine failure percentages for functions f1 and f3 respectively.
G. Distribution of Fitness of Individuals in the Pool
In previous sections we have mostly looked at the average of the best values seen by the
processors involved in the Pool GA in each generation. We have seen that the Pool GA
has good fault-tolerance. For crash failures, the average best values (Figs. 13 and 14)
obtained are almost as good as the values obtained for the corresponding cases with no
failure (Figs. 7 and 8). For the Byzantine failure case, when 33% of the processors in the
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Fig. 18. Benchmark function f3 with 33% Byzantine faults: Average speed of convergence
over 900 generations with population size 50/thread
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Fig. 19. Benchmark function f3 with 60% Byzantine faults: Average speed of convergence
over 900 generations with population size 50/thread
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Fig. 20. Benchmark function f3 with 80% Byzantine faults: Average speed of convergence
over 900 generations with population size 50/thread
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Fig. 21. Benchmark function f1 with 8 threads and varying percentage of Byzantine faults:
Speed of convergence over 500 generations with population size 16/thread
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Fig. 22. Benchmark function f3 with 8 threads and varying percentage of Byzantine faults:
Average speed of convergence over 900 generations with population size 50/thread
system are Byzantine (Figs. 15 and 18) the average of the best values is still comparable
to the no-failure case (Figs. 6 and 8). For the the 60% Byzantine processors case (Figs. 16
and 19) the results are still good but the average fitness values worsen about 10 times. For
the 80% Byzantine processors case, the results deteriorate (Figs. 17 and 20) and there is
an order-of-magnitude difference in the average of the best values as compared to previous
plots.
Looking at the average of the best values seen by all the threads is a good indicator of
the performance of the GA; however, there are some interesting aspects that are missed out.
Firstly, the result of the GA is the absolute best value seen and that value could be much
less than the average of the best values seen by each thread. Secondly, it is interesting to
see what the fitness values of the various individuals in the pool are: are all individuals in
the pool mere replicas of the best individual, are most individuals in the pool similar to the
best individual or are most individuals of poor fitness? How does this vary with crash and
Byzantine failures? To answer these questions we look at the distribution of the fitness of
the individuals in the pool.
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Fig. 23. Distribution of fitness of individuals in initial pool for function f3 with 8 threads
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Fig. 24. Distribution of fitness of individuals in final pool for function f3 with 8 threads
under no failures
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Fig. 25. Distribution of fitness of individuals in final pool for function f3 with 8 threads
under crash failures (1/1800 probability of crash in each generation)
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Fig. 26. Distribution of fitness of individuals in final pool for function f3 with 8 threads
under 33% Byzantine failures
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Fig. 27. Distribution of fitness of individuals in final pool for function f3 with 8 threads
under 60% Byzantine failures
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Fig. 28. Distribution of fitness of individuals in final pool for function f3 with 8 threads
under 80% Byzantine failures
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In this section we look at the distribution of the fitness of the individuals in the pool.
We use the function f3 and run the Pool GA with 8 threads. Simulation parameters are
kept the same as those for previous simulations of f3, i.e., a population of 50/thread, total
900 generations, same probability of mutation, selection, crossover. For the crash failure
simulation we use the same probability of failure, 1/1800, as before. The initial pool is kept
the same for each of the simulations and the distribution of the initial pool is provided in
Fig. 23. We look at the distribution of the pool at the end of the simulation of the no-failure
case (Fig. 24), crash failure case (Fig. 25) and Byzantine failures with 33%, 60% and 80%
of the processors being Byzantine (Figs. 26, 27 and 28). Each of the distributions is plotted
with a logarithmic x-axis starting from 10−7 and ending with 103. The bar corresponding
to 10−7 gives the number of individuals whose fitness f lies in 10−8 < f ≤ 10−7. The bar
corresponding to 10−6 gives the number of individuals whose fitness f lies in 10−7 < f ≤
10−6 and so on. We did not see any individuals with fitness less than 10−8 for the above
simulations so the range of our axes is appropriate. Each plot contains data of 10 runs.
Thus the sum of the y-values of the bars is the sum of the pool sizes of all the runs. In our
case the population is 50/thread and hence the pool size for one run is 50 ∗ 8 = 400. For
the 10 runs we observe a total of 4000 individuals and that is the number of individuals in
each distribution.
Fig. 23 shows that initial fitness values of the individuals in the pool is quite poor. For
the simulation with no failures (Fig. 24) we observe that in the final pool most individuals
have close to optimum fitness; the quality of the individuals in the pool is thus overall very
good. For the crash failure simulation (Fig. 25), we see a greater spread in the distribution;
however, a majority segment of the pool still has very good fitness values. For the Byzan-
tine failure simulations (Figs. 26, 27 and 28) we observe that the pool appears to have two
partitions. One partition has individuals of good (low) fitness values while the other par-
tition has bad (high) fitness values. As the percentage of Byzantine failures increases, the
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number of individuals in the bad fitness partition keeps increasing. This general trend is to
be expected because with our Anti-Elitism approximation of Byzantine behavior, the cor-
rect processors try to reduce the fitness value of individuals in the pool while the Byzantine
processors try to increase the fitness value of the individuals in the pool. It is an interesting
open problem, however, to study why our Anti-Elitism approximation of Byzantine failure
leads to the bimodal distribution observed.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we proposed a new architecture for distributed genetic algorithms in which
the participating processors interact in an asynchronous, loosely coupled manner through
shared objects. This architecture is tailored to take advantage of the state of the art in
distributed computing by allowing processors with different speeds to cooperatively solve
a problem. The architecture also provides fault-tolerance to processor failures by allowing
the data to be decoupled from the processors. Fault-tolerance is a crucial property in today’s
world where the availability of large numbers of processors increases the chance that some
of the processors will fail.
In the future, we would like to explore the pool model further to study optimum pa-
rameters for convergence such as the relation between choices of pool size, processor pop-
ulation size, and the effect of the strategy for writing back to the pool. Currently the pool
of individuals is a passive store of data; we would like to explore the possibility of making
the pool more intelligent; for instance, can the pool automatically replicate individuals of
greater fitness? We would also like to provide an implementation of the Pool GA on a
parallel programming framework like OpenMP or MPI and test with the full version of the
Lifecycle Design problem. In terms of parallel implementations it will be interesting to see
whether the pool architecture fits in well with Google’s Mapreduce paradigm [27], which
would make the parallel programming easier. From a distributed shared memory perspec-
tive, we would like to define the semantics of the pool as a linearizable shared memory data
structure [24]. Finally we would also like to explore different ways of modelling Byzantine
failure of processors for our Pool GA.
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APPENDIX A
PRODUCT LIFECYCLE DESIGN APPLICATION
We consider design of a product portfolio to cover different customer market seg-
ments, over multiple lifecycles. Four market segments are defined: technophile, utilitarian,
greens and neutral in terms of their relative preference for performance, cost, and envi-
ronmental impact. Manufacturers need to make optimal design decisions to maximize the
total product portfolio utility, which is a function of cost, environmental impact and perfor-
mance. In each market segment, customers have their own preferences and willingness to
make tradeoffs, which together define their utility functions.
The decision variables are the discrete design decisions for each component of the
product in each lifecycle. The resulting optimization problem is large; for example, for five
lifecycles of a single product comprising 12 components, about 1036 solutions are possible
if each component can be reused, remanufactured, recycled or replaced. Exhaustive enu-
meration of all solutions is not feasible. Consideration of multiple products per lifecycle
(product portfolio) will undoubtedly increase the problem complexity even further.
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Max Up s.t.
Up =
1
Kp

 ∏
a∈{C,E,R}
(Kpkp,aUp,a + 1)− 1


Up,C =
Cp,max − Cp
Cp,max − Cp,min
Up,E =
Ep,max − Ep
Ep,max − Ep,min
Up,R =
Rp −Rp,min
Rp,max −Rp,min
Cp =
Lp∑
l=1
(Cp,l +Qp,l)
Cp,l =
s∑
i=1
[
xp,l,i,1
(
Cp,l,i,8 +
5∑
n=1
Cp,l,i,n
)
+xp,l,i,2 (Cp,l,i,4) + xp,l,i,3
6∑
n=3
Cp,l,i,n
+xp,l,i,4
(
Cp,l,i,7 +
5∑
n=2
Cp,l,i,n
)]
Ep =
Lp∑
l=1
Ep,l
Ep,l =
s∑
i=1
[
xp,l,i,1
(
Ep,l,i,8 +
5∑
n=1
Ep,l,i,n
)
+xp,l,i,2(Ep,l,i,4) + xp,l,i,3
6∑
n=3
Ep,l,i,n
+xp,l,i,4
(
Ep,l,i,7 +
5∑
n=2
Ep,l,i,n
)]
Rp = min{Rp,l : l = 1, . . . , Lp}
Rp,l = f(Rp,l,1, . . . , Rp,l,s)
Rp,l,i = exp
(
−
[
tp,l,i
Θi
]bi)
tp,l,i = g(tp,l−1,i, xp,l,i,1, ..., xp,l,i,4) + ap,l, l > 0
tp,0,i = 0
Lp∑
l=1
ap,l = 10
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Cp,min ≤ Cp ≤ Cp,max
Ep,min ≤ Ep ≤ Ep,max
Rp,min ≤ Rp ≤ Rp,max
xp,l,i,1, xp,l,i,2, xp,l,i,3, xp,l,i,4 ∈ {0, 1}
xp,l,i,1 + xp,l,i,2 + xp,l,i,3 + xp,l,i,4 = 1
Notes:
• p = index of specific product in the product portfolio
• Kp = normalizing constant for product p
• a ranges over attributes C (cost), E (environmental impact), and R (reliability)
• kp,a = scaling constant corresponding to attribute a for product p
• Up,a = utility of attribute a for product p
• Cp = total cost of product p; between Cp,min and Cp,max
• Ep = total environmental impact of product p; between Ep,min and Ep,max
• Rp = the minimum reliability in all lifecycles of product p; between Rp,min and
Rp,max
• Lp = number of lifecycles of product p
• Cp,l = cost associated with product p in lifecycle l
• Qp,l = profit margin of product p in lifecycle l
• s = number of components in the product (all products in portfolio have same num-
ber of components)
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• xp,l,i,z = binary design decision for component i of product p during lifecycle l; z
ranges from 1 to 4 with 1 indicating reuse, 2 remanufacturing, 3 recycling, and 4
new; for a fixed p, l, and i, exactly one of the four variables should be true
• Cp,l,i,n = cost of operation n for component i of product p in lifecycle l; n ranges
from 1 to 8 with 1 indicating new material acquisition, 2 manufacturing/forming, 3
assembly, 4 take-back, 5 disassembly, 6 remanufacturing, 7 recycling, and 8 disposal
• Ep,l = environmental impact associated with product p in lifecycle l
• Ep,l,i,n = environmental impact of operation n for component i of product p in life-
cycle l
• Rp,l = reliability of product p in lifecycle l; based on component reliabilities and
failure model assumed
• Rp,l,i = reliability of component i of product p in lifecycle l
• f = function modeling failure mode for the product
• Θi = characteristic life of component i
• bi = slope of Weibull reliability curve for component i
• tp,l,i = age of component i in product p at end of lifecycle l
• g = function modeling how the design decisions (xp,l,i,z, z = 1, . . . , 4) impact com-
ponent i’s end of lifecycle age
• ap,l = product p’s usage time in lifecycle l
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